
CUSTOM PAPER SIZE POWERPOINT 2007

Change the Size of PowerPoint Slides 2Click the Page Setup button. The commands in the Page Setup dialog box
apply to all the slides in a.

The next time you open PowerPoint, you'll see your default theme in the upper-left of the theme gallery.
Right-click the printer you want to change and choose Printing Preferences from the pop-up menu. This way,
the sizes you see in PowerPoint height, width, text point sizes etc. When you select it, all the slides will be the
custom size you chose by default. The Slide Size window is opened and here you can set a custom slide size.
When you're ready to print, choose your printer, then verify that the correct paper size and orientation is set.
Do you not have a widescreen projector? Orientation applies to all slides in a presentation Some folks have
also asked about changing the page orientation of certain slides. While it is easy to change the slide size in
Microsoft PowerPoint, few people know which size is best for them. Widescreen slides have a size of  Open
Power Point and click on Blank Presentation to make a new page. Same options, just a different name on the
menu. Now you have set the page size of the scrapbook slide, and are ready to create your own digital
scrapbook in Microsoft PowerPoint  In case you want your scrapbook dimensions to use the 8 inches square
size, enter 8 inches within both the Width and Height boxes. Step 1: Select the slides whose size you want to
change First, open Microsoft PowerPoint and then the presentation that you want to work with. Although you
can use the various templates, beginners should start with a blank page. Open PowerPoint again. Before
inserting and scaling objects or adding text, be sure to read the section on formatting slides and negatives.
You'll see your newly saved theme under a Custom heading. You can choose to maximize the size of your
content or scale it down to ensure it will fit on the new slide. Use the Preview button on the Print dialog box to
test this without wasting paper. Here are a few examples. To select more than one slide, click the first slide.
Which slide size is better: or ? If you want to set a different size for your slide s than the two presented earlier,
click Custom Slide Size. Standard slides have a size of 10 x 7. In this tutorial, you'll learn how you can set the
slides size corresponding to page size in PowerPoint  The dimensions you will be typing into the height and
width boxes will be 11 x 7. This version of PowerPoint has a default size of for new presentation, but you can
create a different default for yourself. Most versions have a default setting for the Slides sized for: On-screen
show, but you will not be using these settings. Otherwise, choose the next larger page size, leave "Scale to fit
paper" off and print, then trim the excess paper from the printout. Since we want our digital scrapbooks to
look just like the conventional scrapbooks, we'll have to change their size to a standard scrapbook size. If you
need printouts larger than PowerPoint's 56" maximum slide size, set PowerPoint's Slide size to the largest size
you can, proportional to the desired output size.


